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Introduction

1

I

This booklet WaS developed because of a
reCo nized leed for practical, career-related
:suggestions for parents to use with'their
children. Eight ilijor sub,topics considered
important by career educators are used to
gro0 the information: (1) career awareness,
(2) attitudes and appreciations, (3) self
aWainess, (4) decision making, (5) economic .

awar ness, (6) education awareness,'
(7) employability slcills, and (8) beginning
comp4tency. Within each section are state-
menO on career edu'Ication followed bysugges-
tio9 to parents for enhancing their child's
care r development.1 The statements and

1

sugg stions are representative of those
cOntained in the professional lierature'on
cáre,r education and career development.
Although each item is placed in only One
of. et ht categories, most contribute to two
or mOlre.of them. The placement was arbitrary
becau' e of-space.limitations and to avoid
repetjition. ,

Jie importance of the role of.the parent
as edUcator is .generally accepted as noted
bY the following qUotes from educational
literature:

'Few would doubt that parents exercise .

the greatest single influence upon
°educational and,career Choices of their
children. Yet, though most garents.are
aware of their responsibilities to their
children they have little concegtof how
they can aid in- their children's career
development."4
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"The1 home environment is thelfoundation
for lithe development of fundaMental

valu'es, attitudes and skills which are
the licentral factors of career success.
The ;influence of the schcol'and society
on the child is infintesimal in comparison
to the home influence during the first
five to eight years of life. If a

child has had ansUnfortunate beginning,
he can have attitudes altered; but this
is a process that-could take a lifetime.'

"Educating for vocationalsdevelopment will
never be the exclusive job of any one.
person or agency. Each of Us must share
he responsibility, and the part played
by the parent may be the most important
of all."

"Until and unless parents become partners
incareet education, the school system's

3
efforts ate unlikely to be very successful."

"(I)ts (home) influence far.outweight that
ofIthe school."g

The author who is a parent and educator
recommends these suggestions to parents. He

believes strongly, as do other professional
educators, that parents, can become more
effective resources to and teachers of their.
children in the area of career development.
Therefore, the suggestions provided are
designed not as ends in themselves, but as means
to inform, stimulate thought,, and encourage
parents to seek to become more effective in
this important role.

7



One final
joint effort:
large.- Parents
are encouraged
principals, co
school personn
to learn about
join efforts a
unique contrib
activities of

word--career education is a
ome, school, community-at-
h
!inspired by this booklet
urther to talk with
nselors, teachers, and other

involved in career education
other ways in which they can
d, thereby, make their own
iions to the career education
tie school.



Career Awareness*

1. 'During the fantasy or growth stage of career
exploration (birth to age fourteen), a child
sces himself/herself as various workers,
believing that he/she Can become whatever
is desired. The fantasy jobs are a means
for increasing a child's awareness of a
variety of occupations, as well as a starting
place for,learning about related jobs.

a. Encourage your child to explore his/her
environment by providing home talks
related to jobs he/she shows interest
in and those actually done.

b. Answer your child's questions and arouse
his/her curicsity.

2. Children possess a natural curiosity for
learnirg, in general, and for learning
about"the jobs of others, in particular.

a. Capitalize on this curiosity by showing
your child things you make and ways
in which you make them. (Bring things

home from your work foryour child
(drawings, products, etc.) Discuss how,

the things you make are used by others.

b. Take your child to your job location
and to other places where things of
interest to them are being manufactured,
assembled, fabricated, or distributed.

3. People work for several different purposes:
pay, service to others, and avocation,
,coupled with leisure.

9



a. Point cut to your child the volunteer
workers you encounter; service
persons (repair, maintenanco,
public servants, and other:, who
work for pay; and neighbors and
relatives who grow vegetablu ;r
flowers or make items for pleasure
(possibly for profit as well).

b. Discuss each group of workers noted
above.

4. Many career fields previously cloFed to
either men or wunen are now open or
opening.

a. Point oUt/d;scuss new opportunities
and changes in occupational areas,
such as women in management and male
nurses. Compare with the "olci days."

b. Discuss occupations of an unusual
nai-,re held by relatives, friends,
and 1feighbors, e.g men who sew
(tailors) and cook (chefs) and
women as construction workers,
ministers, lawyers, and politicians.

5. Play and work are complementary activities,

a. Encourage the development of your
child's hobbies; assisting him/her
when requested. Place your child
in contact with others, particularly
relatives, neighbors, and close frier05,

b. Look for natural opportunities to.show
your child ways in which people
turn interests and hobbies into
profitable jobs. Discuss.how work
can ae "play" to those who are -

interested in and enjoy their "work.4

5 10



Let children see you doing hobbies, such

as art, ceramics, or wood carvings, which

can be sold or given as gifts. Relate

these activities to the work of others.

For,example, if your play is ceramics,

take your child to a ceramics shop to

compare their work with yours.

6. A child's knowledge of a wide spectrum of

occupeLional and educational choices is

trpc.:tant in facilitating growth toward

F.15,:hr career maturity.

a. Encourage your child to work as volunteer,

hold part-time jobs, or to observe other

persons working as a means for gaining

knowledge about carEers. Volunteer and

part-time community work opportunities

are numerous', including such jobs as

school patrols, money-raising for
schocl or club, candy stripers, yardwork,

and childcare.

b. Seek out inf'..rmation about and examples

of hands-on opportunities for learning

in areas of interest to your child.

Encourage and reassure him/her at

appropriate ttmes. Let your child

examine and use tools of various trades

and professions. Some schools have

kits with tools used in different

occupations. Many tools can be rented

from businesses. Some libraries or
other agencies have tools which may be

borrowed.

c. Put your child in touch with people

workihg in areas of his/her interest.

11.



7. There is a wealth of variety in the
world.of work.

a. Help/your child see examples of and
diseUss with him/her the fact that
some jobs are primarily with people,
others with data, and, still others,
with things. Emphasize the importance
f and dependence.on all of these

types of jobs. Assist him/her by
providing experiences.with and
information about jobs in each of
these categories. Seek the assistance
of personS such as,occupational
specialists.

Through visits, readings, discussions,
etc., assist your child in under-.,
standing that finding an occupation
suited to one's temperament is
important for career satisfaction.
For example, there a.'e jobs with
the following characteristics:
variety/change; individual wbrk,
team work, risk-taking, requiring
performance under stress, repetition.
Since these exist within nearly any
occupational cluster of interest
to the child, they are important'
considerations in Ihe career
development protess. Point out
these characteristics in discussions
of jobs with your 'child. Encourage
him/her to think about these kinds
of considerations.

1 2



*Career Awareness (CA) refers to the under-
standing of the characteristics of the World
of Work that determine one's life career
decisions.

CA includes the following,abilities:

--to understand the variety and complexity
of careers in the World of Work

- -to identify the characteristics of the

preparations for various careers

- -to understand thatucareer" involves
progressive stages of preparation

- -to understand the relationship of one's

career to one's lifestyle

The outcome of career awareness is career
identity.

1 3
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Attitudes and Appreciations*

1. The home has a significant influence on a,
child's occupational attitudes b.nd
appreciations, including an awareness of
the necessity and importance of work as
productive contribution both to individuals
and society.

a. Give your child work responsibilities
at home as a means for helping him/
her to understand how these efforts
contribute to the family's welfare.
As your child successfully performs
in one task, he/she will be
encouraged to find success in others
as well. Typical examples of home tasks
are: making beds; washing dishes;
keeping own room straightened; helRing
with pets--feeding health care, trainingiand
complete lawn care--mowing, trimming,
fertilizing, watering, etc.

b. Have family share times when everyone
discusses the home as a workplace.
Examples of appropriate topics include:

(1) Are the jobs distributed fairly,
considering available time,
ability, and interests?

(2) What is each person's best
contribution to the family and
in what ways could his/her influence
be even greater?

(3) How can performance standards be
raised in regard to some (or all)
of the jobs?

9
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c. Serve as a model for your child by
wo'rking as a volunteer in
organizations related to your child's
world, e.g. school, scouts, church,
ball team, etc. In this way he/she
n-see-h-ow-you-are7finding satisfarnon

in making a productive contribution.

2. By your own actions, you teach your child
attitudes and behaviors concerning achieve-
ment and task orientation. These actions
can either help or hinder your child in
his/her career development.

a. Talk with your child about your
accomplishments in on-the-job
activities or in hobbies or 'other
leisure-time pursuits. Discuss the
promotions received; as well as the
times you'failed to advance by not
iving your best effort. Show him/her
how you personally contributed to the
improvement of a business product,
process, or surroundings. Bring home
awardS, or better, take him/her to a
banquet or other meeting (business, club,
union or other organization) Where you
are honored for your achievement.
Discuss newspaper clippings in your scrap-
book or take your child to see the
awards room or, area at work, club, or
other organization.

b. Let the child.see you making lists of
things to be done during your leisure
time at home and on the job. Work with
him/her to develop concern for knowing
what should be done:e.g. school
assignments, home chores, leisure activities,
cultural pursuits, and religious
responsibilities of the day/week.

10'
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Evaluate from time to time to assess
progress, need for improvement.;
give constructive criticisms and
emphasize,pOtitive aspects of your
child's behavior.

3. With wider career options now available to
both men and women, as well as minorities,
it is important'that a child understand . .

and appreciate the productive contributions
.of all people, regardless of the job or
previous prejudices held toward certain
groups of persons.

a. Discuss with your child the workers
you see both'holding traditional jobs,
as well n h?wly opened ones. For
example, note the successful performance
of women as school principals, doctors,
and store managers; men as nurses and
telephone operators; blacks and other
minorities as retail workers and law
officers. Help them to appreciate
the productive, conscientious work of
all persons.

b. Be alert for articles, programs, and
other means for expanding your child's
information about and appreciation for
newly opening occupations for both men
and women.

*Attitudes and Appreciation (AA) refers to
one's feelings towards the social and economic
environment in relation to one's life roles.

The Outcome of attitude: and appreciation is
self-social fulfillment.

1 6
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,Self Awareness*

1.- The self-concept of a child is formed by
his/her interactions with others and theft.
responses Ito his/her actions. Educational

achievement and occupational choice are,
strongly influenced by the Child's

self-concept.

a. Since your child will act as you expect
him/her to act, you can affect his/her
self-appraisal and subsequent behavior
by Changing the expectations for your
child. Within his/her abilities,
identify areas where you know he/she'

can improve. Discuss these with your

chlild. By way of illustration, instead
of the usual "I knew you would leave a
mess; yud always do," change to "I am
expecting you to clean up after you
finish (throw away, sweep, put away)."
Think of ther ways in which you
respond negatively to-your child and
change your expectations as well as
what you say.

b. Be sensitive to and accepting of the
changing and temporary nature of both
your self-image and his/her
identification with a future

occupationl. Take pride in his/her
aspirations and performance, however
small.

2. Since self expression and self-understanding
are essential rto career development, your
child should be permitted.to discover and
explore his/her potEntialities and emotional

resources as a means for ,better understanding
of self.

1 7
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a Encourag your child, whether boy
or girl,,jto express human emotions'
toward o her family members and
acquainOnces--laughi cry, show
anger, g atitwde, etc. If...you feel'

a partic lar expression is unapprcpriate
in a sitLation, say so, but suggest
another ehavior as more suitable.
Also, talk with your child and/or
observe him/her closely to under-
stand the "why" of the behavior.
Your own behavior may need to be
changed if you wisb a.change in that
of your child's.

b. Likewi.se, accept and be supportive
if your cihild tends to be less'
deMonstrative, more thinking, more
introvertiive.

The development of both types and
combinations of eactt are essential
for successful life and wor16.

3. Acceptance of your child as unique is
. vital'to the development of self

aWareness and, ultimately, self-idenfity.

a. Tell your child; both in words.and
by your actions, that his/her
interests, aptitudes and wishes are
respected and accepted, 'even though
they may Nary sOmewhat from your own.

b. Talk,with your child about how you
were.different from and similar to
youribarents, brothers and/or sisters,
and Other Telatives. Encourage self
appraisal of such things'as: Do I
like to do things alone mere than
with other People? Do I like to work

13
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withi ideas more than with things?
Do o her types of activities in which-
you child can gain self-understanding.

4. Finding satisfaction in both leisure-time
and on-,he-job activities is very important
to the development of the child.

a. By being a model yourself, as well as
usi g examples of familiar people,
tea h your child that people are most
hap y when doing the things they both
lik and are able to do best. Whenever,
possible, encourage your child to talk
witih and observe other persons outside
the home a5 a means for discovery of
this principle.

-1

b. Gu de your child by providing encouragement
and support for his/her hobbies and
p4ential leisure-time activities.
Realize that whether these activities
become a vocation or a complementary
p4.suit, this aspect of career develop-
ment is significant.

c. Encourage satisfaction by rewarding with
praise and in other ways the completion
of a job well-done, however small.
Show pleasure in your child's taking

I

ipride n a job task. Also, express.
pleasure with your own,success at home
ahd on the job.

5. A child's image of his/her future role as
,. a pa ent has important implications for

his/ er career development.

Talk with your child concerning the,
.itype of parent hE/she would like to
become, realizing.that success in home!

14
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roles is foundational to successful
occupational choice.and performance..
Help him/her to refine and develop
those characteristics and 'skills
necessarY to successful parenting
and/or homemaking:

Seek to become a good model your-
self, including expressing your
own feelings; withholding judgement
until all facts are in; taking
.pride in your work both'at home
and away, Talk positively about
the thin s you do and the goals
you have for personal improvement..
Discuss jrob1ems facing You as a
parent/h memaker, but only in
the lligh of how they present
chall ng s. Talk about problems
you h ve overcome and about
knowl dg and skills ne ded by
persojns Who expect to b successful
a.; p rent/homemaker.

*Self-awarenes1 (SA) refers to.the
knowledge of self that will enable an
individual to Take career decisions.

SA includes the following abilities:

--to relate ne's interests, aptitudes
and achiev ment to the realization
of one's c reer aspirations

underst nd and accept.uniqueness
of self, a d past and future change

.--to,underst nd the relation ;of self
to values

2 0
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--to understand the importanca of
self-goals based on self-knowledge

The outcome Of self-awareness is. self-
identity.

21
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Decision Making*

1. Decision making ability, learned in part
through having,opportunities for,making
decisions, is essential to the career
development of:a child.

a. Although you may be inclined to make
decisions- for your.child, Provide many
opportunities-for him/hetto choose a
course of ;action, given reasonable
limits and "supervised liberty."

b Take timei1on these occasionsthe more
the better--to point out and teach
him/her to identify various alternatives
and possible/probable consequences of
each bef* making a decision. For
example, [if the topic is use of your
child's ailloWnce, three possible

-alternat?es to be considered are:

(1) Shoud I spend it all now?
:(2) Shoulid I spend some, save some?
(3) Should I spend nothing now an0

shop around-more?

2 Since basic attitudes concerning earning
and spendingimoney are formed in the home
during the eilementary years,.this topic
provides many opportunities for learning
about the decision-making process, as Well
as eCOnomic.

a. A famil should involve its members in
.

making Some major decisions, partiCularly
those affecting'allor mdst members--trips,

2 2
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major purposes, voluntary moves,
etc. Members should.lodk.at
alternatives, supporting reasons
and information, and th.e order of
importance of alternatives as they
seek to make a decision.--

b. Discuss-!With your child and let him/
her observe, whenever possible, the
decision-making processes concerning
money and other matters in govern-
ment, voluntary organizations, and
at work, especially in.those areas

which you are personally involved.

3. :Mere are many reasons behind any person's
decisions--yeal or imagined liabilities
or capabilities,- values and views,
information (or lack of information),
experiences, fears, likes or dislikes.
Understanding these will help a child
in understanding his/her otmand other's
decision-making actions.

a. Discuss with your child decisions
about to be made, as well as those
already made to see how they are/
were influenced by these factors.
Some illustrations of typical
questions are:

(1) Did you decide to join the team
because you thought you were
strong enough or because we
valued your joining it?

(2) Did you choose not to go on the,
canoe trip because you were
afraid, because you were.unable

. .

2 3
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-to row with your sore arm, or because
you don't enjoy canoeing?

b. As occations arise, note and discuss
the consequences of decisions made
without the deci!;ion-making process
or on the basis cf fear or for other
reasons. Analyze how the result could
have been much better had the decision
been made differently and on a more
sound basis. Many types of games are
avafla)le at your favorite department
store. Purchase them for your child,
but become involved yourself. Talk
with him/her about decision making as
you play. Involve the whole family,
when appropriate.

4. Simulated experiences, such as games, can
also be helpful as motivational and
developmental tools for young people.

a. Purchase and use games such as
Careers as a means for helping your
child to look at career and educational
options, consider alternatives,'and
make decisions (even wrong ores)
without suffering loss of tine, energy,
and money, as would result from real
decisions made in error.

b. Other games, such as checkers and chess,
enable your child develop habits of
looking at consequences of alternatives
as necessary to decision making. Play
these and other types of games with
your child.

2 4
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*Decision Making (DM) refers to the skill
of applying one's knowledge to a rational
process of career choice.

.DM includes the following abilities:

--to -elate career goals to the
process of making career decisions

--to identify, gather, and apply information
--to identify and select alternatives,

and to use them in making decisions

The outcome of decision making is career
decisions.

2 5
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Economic Awareness*

1. A child needs to develop an awareness that
all the goods and services available to
him/her are possible only through the
cooperative efforts of many workers..

a. Use questions which arise naturally to
explain the necessity of work and
cooperation of many persons. Typical
questions include: Where do we get our
bread? How does the store get its
vegetables and-fruits? Assist your
child in -inding the information in
books or by asking the right person(s).
Also try to stimulate thinking by
answering questions with questions,
such as: What do you think? How do
you think we could find the answer?

b. Increase your child's knowledge of
marketing and distribution by
(1) taking him/her to the grocery store
(watch unloading of products, restocking
etc) and (2) playing games on trips,'
such as counting trucks of certain
types, locating particular types of
billboards, .

c. As the moments of interest come, discuss
with your.child the importance of the
cooperative efforts of public servahts
and others to the operation of the
home. For example, utilities workers,
law officers, letter carriers, and
others are all working for us.

2 6
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d. As opportunities arise, follow the
interest ofor arouse interest in,
your child for viewing an entire
process, such as manufacturing
(from raw materials to store) or
farming (farm to table). Note the
many roles people fill and the
cooperation necessary for these
processes.

2. A child needs hands-on work experience
with business and work projects to aid
in his/her career development. The

home work place is an ideal enviroument
for setting up small business enterprises
or creating work projects to develop
needed or wanted items.

a. Small home-operated businesses can
be effective in increasing a child's
awareness of the business world.
Assistyour child by supporting
his/her interest in engaging in
businesses such as: newspaper
route, lawn cutting, childcare,
door-to-door selling, lemonade
stand, etc.

b. Family projects in which a child
has a part (from planning stage to
finished product) are important
activities. Follow up on recent
requests from your child or be
alert for others which will be
made.

27
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4. An important personal facet ofeconomic
awareness is the child's experience with
and, hence, understanding.of the uses of
money and related topics, such as comparison
shopping, budgeting, checki.ng and saving,

credit, and insurance.

a. Parents can aidtheir child by openly
discussing money as a medium of exchange,
providing allowances, and when possible
and desirable, enabling him/her to earn
money by working extra at home and in
the neighborhood. Look for many C

opportunities for discussing these
topics and makina application to your
child's life.

b. A child's questions about why he/she can
or cannot have money from parents
provide excellent opportunities for
informing him/her about the family
budget and the many uses which are made
of the money earned by the parents. ,
Consider converting your weekly income
to dollars (or other denominations
and, then, showing your child how much
goes for each expense (utilities,
house, insurance, car,etc).

. 'Children need an awareness of the impact of
occupational choice on their personal
economics and, hence, on their lifestyle.

Use car trips, visits, etc. to show your
child how people with varying types of jobs
live-:-.bath in economics of time and.effort,
as well as money. He/she should be assisted
in understanding that many,high paying-tSvs,
are extremely demanding in many factors.
such as tithe stress, and separation from
friends and family. On the other hand,
he/she should see that lower paying jobs

23
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may hdve some of these features, but
may be more or less desirable, depending
on the values held by the person.

*Economic Awareness (EcA) refers to the
perception of the relationship of the
economic process in the environment to
one's life career decisions.

'

EcA includes the following abilities:

--to relate one's career roles to
one's life style and personal economics

--to recognize the social and economic
benefits of careers

--to recognize non-occupational means
of acquiring wealth

The outcome of economic awareness is
IEconomic Understanding.

2 9
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Education Awareness*

1. A major factor in assuring a child's desire
to achieve is a clear understanding that it
is realistically possible to reach his/her
educat;onal or vocational goal.

a. Talk with your child about occupational
areas of interest to him/her. Discuss
the opportunities at varying levels of
training, e.g. in the health field:
doctor, physician assistant, nurse,
lab technician, teacher, medical
secretary, orderly. Arrange for your
,child to work in a job as volunteer
!with these persons and/or talk with
one or more of them to provide awareness
of the careers and their educational

/ requirements.

b. If you-or.someone you know has advanced
by education and experience in a

field of interest to your child, share
this with him/her as a means for -

showing a possible route to one's
occupational goal. Dicuss other
routes of reaching ones educational
goal(s), e.g. continuous schooling
via "oans and ftholarships, night
school, on-the-job training, and
correspondence courses.

c. Secure current literature from your
public library, school, or from
professional organizations about
areas of interest to your child.
Discuss educational requirements as
a means for making him/her aware of
the necesslty of education for reaching
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an occupational goal. This information
should be related to your child's
own interests and successes in school.

2. During the tentative or exploration
stage of career development "(age 15 and
beyond) students become increa,singly
aware of occupations in greaterdetail,
such as educational requirementand
opportunities for further learning,
and advancement.

a. If your child has expressed some
interest in one or more occupatio*

areasoraspecificcaree,r,assist
him/her in obtaining detailed
information from school counselors, \
occupational specialists, librarians,
and from these persons known and,
preferably, respected by your child.

b. Gegin a self-learning program by
reading these and other materials
as 'a source of current information
for sharing with your child at
appropriate times. Your public
library has lists of professional
organizations offering free
occupational information.

If your child is uncertain of his/her
interests for any number of reasons,
arrange to meet with the school
counselor or occupational specialist
to discuss interest inventories and
aptitude tests available (also, the
appropriate time when a child should
take each--this is very important).
Other possible sources of information
are local psychologists and The
American Personnel and Guidance
Association, Washington, D.C.
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3. Parents can influence their child by being
models of learning people and, thereby,
reinforcing the work and study habits
learned at school.!

a. Help your child relate his/her school
learnings to yOur job(s) (paid and
nonpaid). CaOtalize on home work
activities andl questions raised by
your child by psing as examples things
you do or by Tooking up information
in encylcopedias or other books.

b. Parents who take correspondence courses,

1

rrtght courses' 'or read at home,to
.increase know edge, are.teaching their
children the mportance of education to
'Career.. Discuss some of these learnings -

-with your child at suitable times..
Show pictures and 4iagrams of things-
you arelearning.

4. With jobs changing rapidly as theyiarea,
continued,learning is of increasing !

importance to the career development.
,process. ,

Assist your child by sharing-examples'of
interesting things you have learned on the .

job--new disCoveries, inventions, new
materials,, and processes. Likewise,.)make
a regular habit of encouragingyour-child
to talk about his/her.discoveries;
activities', etc.'at school, at play, and
in:part-time jobs:
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*Educational Awareness (EdA) refers to the

perception of the relationship of educatibn

to one's careers and life roles.

EdA refers to the following abiliities:.

--to understand that learnipg occurs
both in and out of school;

--to recognize that different careers
need different kinds of educational

preparation

--to recognize education ,s a primary
means for achieving lifie goals -

The outcome of Educational Aw reness is
Educational Identity.



Employability Skills*

1. In the home, the first workplace known by
the child, interpersonal relationships,
including the ability to communicate
effectively, must be developed as a basis
for getting along with others in one's
career.

a. Teach your child methods for avoiding
power si:ruggles by both using and
teach.ing methods for resolving conflict.
For example, some good techniques are: ,

comproNise, using the opinion of a
disinterested party, or role playing**
to gain insiaht into the views of the
other.side.

b. Communications skills, sO necessary to
effective human relations, can be taught
within the home. For example, teach.
your child to listen carefully, ask
questions for clarity, and repeat his/
her interpretation, of the communication.
Your child can learn mOst effectively
from seeing these types of behaviors in
practice daily in the home.

c. Lcarning to listen-for and follow
directions, one necessary aspect of
communications, is basic to employability
in all careers. Teach this skill by
giving your child opportunities for
assembling models, cooking'from
recipes, giving directions orally and
following oral directions given by
others.
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d. Freely admit to your child when you
realize that you have used poor or
wrong judgment in a situation,
resulting in'problems for him/her
and other persons. Being a model
in this way will teach your child
to practice this behavior also.

2. Learning to work under authority, basic
to employability, begins in the home
setting.

a. Your child should be given opportunities
for both supervising and being
supervised, both by you and by
peers. Seek opportunities for
assigning, on a rotating basis,
work responsibilities, e.g. cleaning,
yard work, etc. Discussions should
be intermingled during which
constructive praise, as well as
criticism, are encouraged.

b. Discuss, as opportunities arise, the
different types of authority
necessary to our society, such as
parental authority, laws affectino
the family, particularly your child,
and laws affectingibusiness'es.

**Role playing; Providing an opportunity for
acting.out the experiences of another person
and/or Aemonstrating possible solutions.to a.
conflict situation.
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*Employability Skills (EmS) refers to the
social and communication skills
appropriate to career placement.

'EmS includes tne following abilities;

- -the ability to understand the implications .

of working in independent, team, and
supervised situations

- 7to relate one's interest and aptitude
information to occupations

--basic work habits and attitudes necessary
for entering occupations of one's interest.

The.outcome ofiemployability skills is
career placemet.t.
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Beginning Competency*

1. As a basis for effectiveness as a worker,
whatever the occupation, a child needs to
develop certain competencies.

a. By example and purposeful teaching,
provide feedback to your child on
standards concerning wor'c he/she has
done. It must include praise for effort

. and well-done aspects, but also
suggestions for improving. Your child
will be more accepting if you also
evaluate your own work in this way and,
occasionally,_permit your child to do
likewise.

b. Other areas in which parents have
.

potentially st.,ng influence are:
habits of promptness, accuracy (measuring,
following guides, and directions) and
completeness (seeing a jobthrough to
the end, rather than leaving it
uncompleted except for good reason).
Examples combining accuracy and
completeness are sewing and carpentry
projects (responsibility for materials,
cutting and sewing according to
directions, and clean up of work area.
Being a model of these characteristics
is an effective way for.teaching
but parents would also do well to
discuss these characteristics with
their child and, as appropriate, work
toward eStablishing or improving these
behaviors.
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*Beginning Competency (BO' refers to
both awareness and acquisition of the
skills necessary in the performance of
tasks related to one's career.

BC includes the ability to identify the
tools required for taiks in business,
industny, and commerce.

The outcome of beginning competency is
employment skills.
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